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Abstract

In this paper we investigate minimal semantics for First Order Dynamic Logic
formulas� The goal is to be able to write action speci�cations in a declarative
pre�post�condition style� The declarative speci�cation of actions comes with some
well known problems� the frame problem� the quali�cation problem and the ram�
i�cation problem� We incorporate the assumptions that are inherent to both the
frame and quali�cation problem into the semantics of Dynamic Logic by de�ning
orderings over Dynamic Logic models� These orderings allow us to identify for
each declarative Dynamic Logic action speci�cation a unique intended model� This
unique model represents the system that must be associated with the speci�cation
given the prefential semantics that is de�ned by the orderings�

� Introduction

We investigate the use of Dynamic Logic ���� ���� for the writing of system speci�cations�
DL is designed to reason about arbitrary programs�actions 	in the propositional case
 or
programs built up from speci�c atomic actions like assignments 	in the �rst order case
�
Dynamic Logic is a multi modal logic in which each action is accompanied by its own
modal operators� We focus on speci�c DL�formulas that are used to specify conditional
postconditions� guards and static constraints for actions� Actions that are susceptible to
speci�cation by these means� can be database transactions or system transactions of any
other kind� as long as they are taken to be atomic� The only requirement we impose on
	atomic
 actions is that they are terminating processes of which the intermediary states
are not observable� Actions can be nondeterministic� That is� an action may result in one
of several possible next states�

Declarative action speci�cations with the help of pre and postconditions always comes
with the frame problem �� and the quali�cation problem ���� These are very common
themes in AI� but we focus on these problems in the more con�ned context of system
speci�cation� Because of this� our work is of interest for �elds closely related to system
speci�cation such as reachability analysis and code generation�

Our aim is to incorporate the frame assumption and the quali�cation assumption into
an intuitive semantics for dynamic logic formulas� Furthermore� the semantics should
also deal with these assumptions in the presence of static constraints� either interpreted
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as derivation rules or as limitations on the state space� See ��� ��� for more details on
these problems� We accomplish this by de�ning orderings over Kripke structures� The
preferential semantics associated with these orderings gives us an exact unique meaning
	model
 for each speci�cation�

The structure of the paper is as follows� In Section � we introduce a variant of
Dynamic Logic 	DL
 and de�ne a semantics for speci�cations in DL� In Section �� we
discuss the frame� quali�cation and rami�cation problems in more detail and indicate
their interconnections� We propose several preferential semantics for DL speci�cations
to deal with these problems� Section � compares our approach with other approaches�
Section  concludes the paper and lists some topics for further research�

� Dynamic Logic

Dynamic logic 	DL
 is a logic to reason about terminating programs� It relates assertions
about composite programs to assertions about its parts and vice versa�

We refer to atomic actions by the meta�variables a� b� � � �� The modal formulas hai��
where a is an atomic action� mean that there is a possible occurrence of a after which
� holds� The standard DL�semantics of 	atomic
 actions as relations over states is given
in the next Section� We also consider compound actions� �� �� � � � and �� represent
sequential composition� choice and iteration� respectively� We use the metavariable � to
refer to arbitrary actions� The semantics of these constructs is of importance when proving
properties of speci�cations� They are however not used for the writing of speci�cations�

��� The DL language

De�nition � The language is built with the following elements�

Punctuation symbols�

The brackets �
�� �	� and the comma ����

Variables�

A countable set V of variable symbols� The associated meta�variables are
x� y� � � ��

Predicates�

A countable set P of predicate symbols� including one distinguished predicate
denoted by �� The associated meta�variables are P�Q� � � ��

Functions�

A countable set F of function symbols�

Propositional connectives�

the set of symbols f���g

Quanti�ers�

The set of symbols f�g�

Atomic actions

A countable set AA of atomic action symbols� The associated meta�variables
are a� b� � � ��

Action connectives�

the set of symbols f�� �g
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Combined connectives�

the set of operation symbols fhi� �g

The intended use of the logic is the writing of system speci�cations� A speci�c spec�
i�cation uses only a �nite subset of the language� A speci�er has to give this subset in
a signature� He will also be asked to provide arities for predicate and function symbols�
The arity of a predicate or function prescribes a length for the term lists concatenated to
it�

De�nition � A signature � is thus de�ned as a speci�c combination of �nite subsets
of the predicate� function and atomic action symbols� � � 	P� F�AA
�

A signature contains the symbols that are to be given an interpretation relative to a
speci�cation� All other symbols are given logical interpretations�

De�nition � An atomic formula �atom	 over a signature � is de�ned as�

term ��� variable j constant j functionn 	 termlistn 

constant ��� function�

termlist� ��� term

termlistn ��� termlistn�� � term

atom ��� predicaten 	 termlistn 


An action ��	 over a signature � is de�ned as�

� ��� atomic action j � � � j � � � j � � j ��

A well formed formula ��	 over a signature � is de�ned as�

� ��� atom j � j � j � � j � � � j
� variable � j h � i �

We use �� �� �� � � � as meta variables over well formed formulas� We abbreviate �	���
��
 to � 	 �� �� � � to � 
 �� 	� 
 �
 	 	� 
 �
 to � � �� �h�i�� to ���� and
��x ��	x
 to �x �	x
�

De�nition � A speci�cation Spec � 	���
 is a pair consisting of a signature � and a
�nite set � of well formed formulas over ��

��� The semantics of DL

We want to model the e�ects or implications of actions as accessibility relations over
states� So the di�erences between states should only constitute in what can be a�ected
by actions� In general actions can a�ect interpretations of predicates and functions� A
simplifying� but justi�ed assumption is that each state of the �system under speci�cation�
is identi�ed with a possible interpretation of the predicate and function symbols� This
means we rule out two possibilities with respect to the standard notion of a 	Kripke

model in Modal Logic�
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The �rst is that we do not consider di�erent states with equal interpretations within
one model� Considering di�erent states with equal interpretations does not comply with
the intuition that the states represent system states� All state information is present in
the interpretation of the predicate and function symbols� If info about how a state is
reached should be known to the system� then this must be encoded in the interpretation
of predicate or function symbols� This agrees with our intuition that a state of our model
represents a system state�

The second di�erence with standard Kripke models is that we do not consider di�er�
ent interpretations of predicates in the same state� Usually in Modal logics� the notion of
�frame� is de�ned� A frame represents the accessibility relations between possible states
independent of the interpretation of symbols within these states� So di�erent interpreta�
tions of predicates in the same state can be considered and the notion of �validity on a
frame� can be de�ned� Properties of frames re�ect properties of the structure of the state
	in our case system
 that the formulas are about� However� these properties can also be
de�ned as properties of the accessibility relation of each 	Kripke
 model� which means
that we don�t really need the notion of �frame��

So we do not discriminate between states and interpretations of predicates and func�
tions� Therefore we don�t need an interpretation function to interpret predicates in states�
we just identify states with interpretations of the predicate and function symbols�

De�nition � A possible state� or system state over an arbitrary domain D is a tuple
	IP � If 
� IP and If are functions that interpret predicate and function symbols of a
signature � � 	P� F�AA
 over the domain D�

IP is a function P 
 �D
n

� equivalently IP 	P n
 � Dn

If is a function F 
 	Dn 
 D
� equivalently If 	fn
 is a function Dn 
 D

IP is an interpretation of the predicate symbols and If is an interpretation of the
function symbols� Possible states are referred to as s� s�� � � � In a speci�cation 	���
� the
formulas in � are interpreted over a special kind of Kripke structures�

Variables are not updated and thus play no role in the de�nition of a state� A variable
in a formula is a symbol that is used to quantify over domain elements or that represents
an arbitrary domain element� Our variables are not state�carrying symbols�

De�nition � Given a signature � � 	P� F�AA
� a structure S � 	D�S� IAA
 is de�ned
as follows�

 D is an arbitrary domain

 S is a nonempty set of possible states over D

 IAA is a total function AA
 �S�S� equivalently IAA	a
 � S � S

The de�nition states that atomic actions get their meaning from the di�erences in
interpretation of Function and Predicate symbols� We do not want to interpret 	atomic

actions over anything else than these di�erences� There is one other possible source for
di�erences of interpretations between states� free variables� 	Bound variables of course
can never form the basis of di�erences of interpretation between states� their only role
is to de�ne the interpretation of quanti�ed formulas� given the interpretation of function
and predicate symbols�
 We do not want to interpret actions over pairs of states that
di�er in their interpretation of free variables� actions can only in�uence the interpretation
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predicate and function symbols� Therefore we impose that the assignment of free variables
to domain elements is common to all states� This implies that we need a Domain that
is common to all states� because if we allow domain elements to vanish when going from
one state to the other� the assignment of free variables can only be �saved� by assigning
variables of which the previously assigned value has vanished� a new value� But this
means that the interpretation of the free variables changes from state to state� which
is not what we want� 	A monotonically growing domain is no solution� because cycles
are not excluded�
 This is completely di�erent from the situation in DL ����� In DL
actions 	programs
 are interpreted to modify values 	bindings
 of free variables� In DL it
is the variables that are interpreted di�erent in di�erent states� while the interpretation of
predicates� functions and constants stays the same� Note however that function symbols
of arity � can be used as variables in the sense of traditional DL�

Variables and terms are interpreted in a standard way� as follows from the next de��
nitions�

De�nition 	 Given a structure S � 	D�S� IAA
 and a set of variables V � an assignment
IV is a function V 
 D� assigning a domain element to each variable in V �

De�nition 
 An interpretation It of a term t in a possible state 	IP � If
 of a structure
S� given an interpretation of variables IV is de�ned as follows�

It	t
 � IV 	t
 in case t is a variable
It	t
 � If 	fn
	It	t�
� � � � � It	tn

 in case t has the form fn	t�� � � � � tn


The next de�nition gives the interpretation of the action part of DL�formulas and of
complete DL�formulas� These two can not be separated� because the de�nition of the
action test �� as a binary relation over states uses the notion of validity of a formula in
a state� and the de�nition of validity of a formula after a compound transition � uses the
interpretation of compound actions as binary relations over states�

De�nition � Given a signature � � 	P� F�AA
� a structure S � 	D�S� IAA
� with S �
	IP � If 
 and an assignment IV � the interpretation of an action � denoted as IA	�
 and
validity of a w
 � in a state s of the structure S� denoted by S� s� IV j� � are de�ned as�

IA	�
 � IAA	�
 if � � AA

IA	� � �
 � IA	�
 � IA	�

IA	�� �
 � IA	�
 � IA	�

IA	�

�
 � 	IA	�


�

IA	��
 � f	s� s
 j S� s� IV j� �g
S� s� IV j� � never
S� s� IV j� t� � t� i
 It	t�
 returns the same domain element as It	t�

S� s� IV j� P n

i 	t�� � � � � tn
 i
 	It	t�
� � � � � It	tn

 � IP 	P
n
i 


S� s� IV j� � � � i
 S� s� IV j� � or S� s� IV j� �

S� s� IV j� �� i
 not S� s� IV j� �

S� s� IV j� �x �	x
 i
 for some d � D holds S� s� IV fx �
 dg j� �	x

S� s� IV j� h�i� i
 for some s� � S holds 	s� s�
 � IA	�
 and S� s�� IV j� �

S� s� IV j� � always

We see that �� more or less produces its own interpretation as a binary relation
between states� This is possible because its interpretation really does not depend on the





accessibility properties of the structure� its interpretation only depends on the validity of
� in a particular state�

A formula is S�valid if it is valid in all states of a structure S� In that case� we say the
structure satis�es the formula and that the structure is a model of the formula� A formula
is valid if it is S�valid for every structure S� Note that this is not entirely conventional� In
literature� usually the word �structure� is reserved for frames� consisting only of states and
an accessibility relation� without a valuation� In our de�nitions states are identical with
interpretations� What we call a structure is in literature on modal logic usually called a
model� We prefer to use the word model for structures that satisfy a set of formulas�

� Action speci�cation

We investigate the use of PDL for the writing of speci�cations for atomic actions� We focus
on two aspects� the e�ect and the possible occurrence of actions� For the speci�cation of
the e�ect of an action a we can use formulas called �conditional postcondition formulas��

 Conditional postcondition formulas� � 
 �a�� We say that � is a su�cient
precondition of a with respect to the postcondition �� We denote sets of these
formulas by �post�

The possible occurrence of actions can be controlled with �guard formulas��

 Guard formulas� hai� 
 � We call � a guard of a� equivalently� a necessary
precondition for the possible occurrence of a� We denote sets of these formulas by
�guard�

Guard formulas actually can be seen as a special case of conditional postcondition
formulas� This is however of no importance� What is important is that we can ex�
press guards 	necessary preconditions for actions
 in PDL� Furthermore it is important
to investigate guards independently because they are strongly interconnected with the
quali�cation problem�

We also want to investigate the in�uence of �static constraints� 	formulas without
modalities
 on the e�ect and possible occurrence of actions�

 Static constraints� 	 These are non�modal assertions that must be obeyed under
any circumstance� We denote sets of these formulas by �IC �

The formulas �� �� 	 and � contain no modal constructs� they are just propositional
logic formulas� To simplify the setting we assume that these are the only formulas a spec�
i�er uses when stating a speci�cation� This follows the syntactic restrictions of LCM ����
It is motivated by the fact that we simply don�t need intricately nested modalities to
specify actions declaratively�

The problem we are going to address in the following sections is that generally the
intended semantics of a speci�cation made with this type of formulas does not coincide
with the standard DL�semantics�
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��� The frame problem in DL speci�cations

The standard PDL�interpretation of postcondition formulas� is that when �i is true� action
a� if present� leads to a situation where �i is true� The formulas describe the e�ect of
an action� However� de�ning the e�ect of an action by means of a postcondition always
causes the frame problem ��� This problem states that when specifying a postcondition
we only want to specify conditions that have changed� We do not want� and often are not
able� to specify all the conditions that do not change as the result of an action� So we
want to make the frame assumption that everything that has not been speci�ed to change
has not changed� However� this is not re�ected by the semantics� as de�ned in ����

In the following we will de�ne an ordering over DL�structures that re�ects the in�
tention to interpret DL�speci�cations under the assumption that actions do not change
interpretations of function and predicate symbols if this is not explicitly expressed by
the speci�cation� We want the ordering to compare models on the property of �access to
�closest� possible states�� We �rst de�ne a notion of distance between states�

De�nition � Given a structure S � 	D�S� IAA
 and two states s � 	IP � If
 and s� �
	I �P � I

�

f 
 in s� The di
erence Di
 	s� s�
 between them is de�ned as the set of predicate
instances and function values in which the states di
er �N	V 
 is the cardinality of a set
V 	�

Di
 	s� s�
 �

fhP n
i � 	d�� � � � � dn
i j 	d�� � � � � dn
 � IP 	P

n
i 
 and 	d�� � � � � dn
 �� I

�

P 	P
n
i 
g �

fhP n
i � 	d�� � � � � dn
i j 	d�� � � � � dn
 �� IP 	P

n
i 
 and 	d�� � � � � dn
 � I

�

P 	P
n
i 
g �

fhfni � 	d�� � � � � dn
i j If 	f
n
i 
	d�� � � � � dn
 �� I �f	f

n
i 
	d�� � � � � dn
g

We want to use this measure of distance between states in the comparison between
di�erent DL�structures� We de�ne an ordering over Kripke structures that is connected
to the de�nition of di�erence between states in such a way that structures where actions
lead to �closer� states are lower in the ordering� We will now �rst give the two slightly
di�erent orderings� before we explain what they are really about�

De�nition �� Given a signature � � 	P� F�AA
 and two structures S � 	D�S� IAA

and S � � 	D�S �� I �AA
�

S � vmc S i


S � � S

and

�a � AA� �s � S� 	�s� � S� 	s� s�
 � I �AA	a
� �s�� � S� 	s� s��
 � IAA	a



and

�a � AA� �s � S� �s� � S� 		s� s�
 � I �AA	a
� �s�� � S� 		s� s��
 � IAA	a


	 N	Di
 	s� s�

 � N	Di
 	s� s��





vmc is a pre�order on structures� because vmc can easily seen to be transitive and
re�exive� MC stands for minimal cardinality� A structure is called an MC�model of
� if it is a vmc�minimal model of �� MC�models determine the minimal cardinality
interpretation 	semantics
 of a speci�cation 	���
�

�



De�nition �� Given a signature � � 	P� F�AA
 and two structures S � 	D�S� IAA

and S � � 	D�S �� I �AA
�

S � vms S i


S � � S

and

�a � AA� �s � S� 	�s� � S� 	s� s�
 � IAA	a
� �s�� � S� 	s� s��
 � I �AA	a


	 	Di
 	s� s�
 � Di
 	s� s��
 �Di
 	s� s�
 � Di
 	s� s��





and

�a � AA� �s � S� �s� � S� 		s� s�
 � I �AA	a
� �s�� � S� 		s� s��
 � IAA	a


	 Di
 	s� s�
 � Di
 	s� s��





vms is a pre�order on structures� because vms can easily seen to be transitive and
re�exive� MS stands for minimal subset� A structure is called an MS�model of � if it
is a vms�minimal model of �� MS�models determine the minimal subset interpretation
	semantics
 of a speci�cation 	���
�

The �rst requirement in both vmc and vms ordering is that structures can only be
compared if they are based on the same set of states� In �gure �� where three models
are compared on minimal change� this is re�ected by the fact that all models contain the
same set of black dots� This is actually not a necessary condition for the de�nition of the
semantics� but it helps to make the de�nition more understandable� Models with exactly
the same state transitions but di�ering in states that �stand alone�� can not be compared�
If we would drop this condition such states would be comparable� but one could never be
prefered above the other� The question what states are actually in the intended model of
a speci�cation is dealt with by a second ordering� to be de�ned in ����

The second requirement in both orderings forces that structures can only be compared
if each transition from a state in one of the models actually corresponds to a transition
from the same state in the other model� that is comparable under the minimal cardinality
respectively the minimal subset criterion� For two transitions to be comparable under
the minimal cardinality criterion� it is su�cient to demand that they leave from the
same state� the comparison is just made on the number of changes that both transitions
bring about� For two transitions to be comparable under the minimal subset criterion�
the changes of the �rst must be a subset of the changes of the second or the other way
around� In �gure � this is represented by the fact that if an arrow leaves from some state
in model there is also an arrow from this states in other models� 	The transitions may
lead to di�erent states� This is actually where we want to compare structures on� we want
to prefer structures where transitions lead to closer states�
 This is an intuitive criterion
because we don�t want this ordering to deal with the possible occurrence of transitions
	actions
� this ordering should compare structures purely on the �length� of transitions�
	This observation is also made by Brass and Lipeck ��� �����


The last requirement deals with this �length� of transitions� In words it says� if S � vmc

S then for all transitions 	s� s�
 in S � there is a transition 	s� s��
 in S that is �longer�� In
yet other words� if S � vmc S then for corresponding transitions in corresponding states
in the compared structures� the �longest� transition in S � is always less or equal to the
�longest� transition in S� 	To see why the ordering is not a partial order� when the �longest�
transitions from the same states in both structures are equal� still both structures can
di�er in transitions that are �shorter� then these �longest� transitions�
 In �gure � the
distance between dots represents the di�erence between states� Clearly the minimal one
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Figure �� Comparing models on minimal change

is the one for which the property holds� The reason why this looks rather complicated is
that we allow non�deterministic actions� we have to compare structures in which actions
from one state can lead to several other states� In ��� we will see that for deterministic
models orderings can be de�ned much simpler�

The di�erence between the semantics generated by both orderings will become more
clear when we look at an example in �� and in the following section where we study
minimal models for several speci�cation classes� But we already can say that the minimal
subset semantics is weaker than the minimal cardinality semantics� as is expressed by the
following proposition�

Proposition � An MC�model of � is also an MS�model of ��

Proof Assume M is an MC�model but not an MS�model of some set of formulas �� If
M is not an MS�model� there has to be a model M � with a transition a from a state s to
a state s� that is comparable to a transition a in M from s to a state s�� and that brings
about a subset of the changes brought about by the transition in M � Surely this model is
also comparable to M in the minimal cardinality ordering� and because the transition a

in M � changes a subset of the corresponding transition in M � there are also less changes�
This means that M � is also below M in the minimal cardinality ordering� which leads to
a contradiction�

����� Minimal models for di�erent speci�cation classes

We will now investigate properties of minimal models for several classes of speci�cation
formulas� The properties we study are �existence of minimal models�� �equivalence of the
minimal cardinality and minimal subset criteria� and �determinism of minimal models��

We start of with the most general class we consider 	We use the convention that a
variable v ranges from � to v�
�

De�nition �� the description of CLASS I
formulas�

�post � �
 �a�	P�� 	 � � � 	 P�q�
 � � � � � 	Pp�� 	 � � � 	 Pp�q�

�guard � hai� 
 �

�IC � 	C�� 	 � � � 	 C�s�
 � � � � � 	Cr�� 	 � � � 	 Cr�s�


�



with the Pij and Cij positive or negated atomic formulas �literals	� with no restrictions
on the quanti�cation of variables whatsoever�

An important property of minimal models for this most general class we consider is
that if there is a model with a non�empty accessibility relation� then there is a minimal
model with a non�empty accessibility relation�

Proposition � Let � be a set of formulas of CLASS I that has a model M � 	D�S� IAA

for which IAA	a
 �� � for all a in the formulas� Then there is an MS�model MMS �
	D�S� I �AA
 of � for which I �AA	a
 �� � for all a in the formulas and an MC�model MMC �
	D�S� I ��AA
 of � for which I ��AA	a
 �� � for all a in the formulas

Proof

We prove this property with the help of formula transformations that preserve the
property that minimal models exist� First we de�ne a shorthand for a set of formulas of
CLASS I�

�i 
 �a�	
WV

P i
pq


hai� 
 �
WV

Ck
rs

The superscript indices represent that there may be several formulas of that form in
the set� 	We use only one guard� because we look at � as the concatenation of all necessary
preconditions for a�
 The modal formulas in the set only refer to the action a� This is no
restriction� because modal formulas not containing a clearly can not prevent the existence
of a minimal model with I �AA	a
 �� � given the info that there is a model with IAA	a
 �� ��

Now assume that this set has no minimal model� Then the set of formulas

�i 
 �a�	
WV

P i
pq 	

WV
C�

rs 	 � � � 	
WV

Ck�

rs

hai� 
 	� 	

WV
C�

rs 	 � � � 	
WV

Ck�

rs
WV
Ck
rs

also has no minimal model� This is trivial because this set obviously is logically equivalent
to the former� since we only added the constraints as necessary preconditions and as
postconditions� This was already true for the former set of formulas� because constraints
hold in all states�

But then the set of formulas

�i 
 �a�	
WV

P i
pq 	

WV
C�

rs 	 � � � 	
WV

Ck�

rs

hai� 
 	� 	

WV
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rs 	 � � � 	
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also has no minimal model� If it had� this minimal model already is or can be easily
transformed into a minimal model of the former set of formulas� The only way in which
a minimal model for this set can not be a minimal model of the former set is a di�erent
interpretation of predicate and function symbols in states where no a enters or leaves
	isolated states
� This means that every minimal model for this set corresponds to at
least one minimal model of the former set� namely a model where the interpretation of
propositions in isolated states is changed as to comply with the constraints� 	note that this
is always possible� because we started o� with the assumption that there is a transition
a� which can not be the case if the constraints contradict each other


Now we rearrange the formulas to the following set
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 ��

Both
WV

Qi
uv and �� can not be equivalent to �� because then the postconditions

or the preconditions for a in the original set of formulas would be inconsistent with the
constraints� which contradicts the assumption we started o� with� 	Note that at this
point we have eliminated the constraints out of the problem�


But now it follows that there is some u for which the set

�i 
 �a�	
V
Qi
uv


hai� 
 ��

has no minimal model� because if for all u the corresponding sets of this form would
have a minimal model we could compare this �nite set of models in one of the orderings
and arrive at a model that has to be minimal for the former set of formulas�

But now we are at the point that it is not all di�cult to construct a minimal model
from the formulas we have� given there is a model containing a transition a� This means
we will arrive at a contradiction� which proofs the proposition� The construction focuses
on each transition a from a state s to a state s� in the model�

 Make all s��interpretations of function symbols equal to their s�interpretation 	for
the moment we assume we do not have equality in the language� otherwise this
would become even more complex
�

 Make all s��interpretations of predicate symbols that are not in the literals Qi
uv equal

to their s�interpretation�

 Leave all s��interpretations of predicate symbols that are in literals Qi
uv whose s��

interpretation is equal to their s�interpretation� as they are�

 Now look at the interpretation of predicate symbols that are in literals among Qi
uv

whose s��interpretation is not equal to their s�interpretation� and that contain a
variable that is existentially quanti�ed� Force a minimal interpretation of the ex�
istential quanti�er by adapting the interpretation of the predicate symbols in such
a way that there is precisely one assignment of the existentially quanti�ed variable
that causes the literal to be true�

Al of these transformations do not make the model invalid and the result is a model
that is minimal�

For this type of speci�cations MS�models and MC�models do not coincide and are not
deterministic� as can be shown by a simple propositional example�

Example � Consider the speci�cation�

�dial number�	get connection � get busy tone


get	connection

 costs money

hdial numberi� 
 �costs money 	 �get connection 	 �get busy tone

Under the minimal subset criterion both the state where get	connection
 holds and the
state where get busy tone holds is reachable� Under the minimal cardinality criterion only
the state where get busy tone holds is reachable�
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We now turn our attention to quanti�cation� Existential quanti�cation is a source of
non�determinism� as will be clear from the second class we study�

De�nition �� the description of CLASS II
formulas�

�post � �
 �a�L� 	 L� 	 � � � 	 Lk

�guard � hai� 
 �

�IC � 	M� 	M� 	 � � � 	Ml
 � 	N� 	N� 	 � � � 	Nm


with the Lh� Mi and Nj positive or negated atomic formulas �literals	� with no restric�
tions on the quanti�cation of variables whatsoever�

CLASS II is a subset of CLASS I� The di�erence is that postcondition formulas are
made determinate 	contain no disjunctive information
 and constraints are limited to a
much more restricted form� The following theorem holds for speci�cations of this type�

Proposition � For formulas of CLASS II the minimal subset and minimal cardinality
semantics coincide�

Proof

Assume we have a set of formulas
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of CLASS II and that M is a MS�model but not a MC�model of this set of formulas�
As in the former proof we transform the set into
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And under preservation of minimality properties to
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Now focus on transitions a from a state s to a state s� in the model� In s each
	
V
Ck
s 
�	

V
Dk

t 
 is satis�ed� Minimal interpretation strives to make the s��interpretation of
the literals in this formula equal to their s�interpretation� There is one formula component
that possibly forbids this�

V
P i
q � If this formula part forces a di�erent s��interpretation

of literals in 	
V
Ck
s 
 � 	

V
Dk

t 
� it must contradict either 	
V
Ck
s 
 or 	

V
Dk

t 
� It is actually
rather easy to check whether such a contradiction is present� just check for opposite
literals� It can not contradict both parts� because then� from the beginning� there can
not have been a transition at all� But then� under minimal interpretation� we can just
eliminate the part of 	

V
Ck
s 
� 	

V
Dk

t 
 that contradicts
V
P i
q and conjoin the other part to

the postcondition� If both parts of 	
V
Ck
s 
� 	

V
Dk

t 
 do not contradict
V
P i
q � just eliminate

	
V
Ck
s 
�	

V
Dk

t 
 completely from the postcondition� because minimal interpretation assures
that this formula holds in s�� This means we get a set of formulas
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with the same minimality properties as the formulas we started of with� Now in the MS�
model all s��interpretations of function and predicate symbols that do not appear in the
Qi
q obviously must be equal to their s�interpretation� The s��interpretation of function

and predicate symbols that appear in the Qi
q and that do not have existentialy quanti�ed

variables as an argument� or that do not depend on some variable at all� must be equal to
their s�interpretation for minimality reasons 	Note that equal interpretation of the literals
Qi
q in both s and s� does not assure equal interpretation of predicate and function symbols

in these literals� this is because a di�erent interpretation of a function symbol f can be
compensated by a di�erent interpretation of a predicate symbol P in such a way that
the interpretation of the literal P 	f	t

 stays the same� Only a minimal interpretation
can asure that the interpretation of predicate and function symbols in these literals is
equal�
 Function and predicate symbols that do appear in the Qi

q and that depend on
a variable that is existentially quanti�ed� are interpreted in such a way that there is
precisely one assignment of the variable to a domain element� that causes the literal to
hold� From a model with more than one existing assignment that causes the literal to
hold� we could easily construct a more minimal one under the subset ordering by adapting
the interpretation of function and predicate symbols in such a way that only one of these
assignments would cause the literal to hold� But then the model M is also minimal under
the cardinality ordering� We already have proven that the MC�models are a subset of
the MS�models� Now� for other MS�minimal models of the formulas the assignment of
existentially quanti�ed variables is possibly to other domain elements� but for every model
there is precisely one such an assignment� Each assignment brings about the same number
of changes to interpretations of function and predicate symbols and so for each of these
models also the number of changes is equal�

Although the postcondition in the postcondition formulas of speci�cations of CLASS II
are completely determinate� minimal models for these speci�cations are not deterministic�
We will �rst de�ne deterministic models and then give an example why minimal models
for this class are not deterministic�

De�nition �� A structure S � 	D�S� IAA
 is deterministic if for each state s � S and
for each a there is maximally one state s� such that 	s� s�
 � IAA	a
�

Example � Consider the speci�cation�

�Shoot a gun��something� Hit	something


Obviously if the domain for the Predicate Hit has several �objects�� there are many
possible transitions possible from a certain state� More of these transitions can be present
in minimal models �the minimality criteria do not minimize nondeterminism�	 This re�
ects the fact that there are many things that are possibly hit� In the following we will see
that the existential quanti�cation is the only source for non�determinism in this speci�ca�
tion�

��



The last class we consider here precisely describes the class of formulas for which min�
imal models are deterministic� This is an important class� Since the minimal 	intended

models are deterministic for these formulas� the only intention a speci�er can have when
providing formulas of this form� is to specify a deterministic system� Interpreting the
formulas under a non�minimal semantics would allow for non�deterministic interpretation
of the formulas� which is not what is intended�

De�nition �� the description of CLASS III
formulas�

�post � �
 �a�L� 	 L� 	 � � � 	 Lk

�guard � hai� 
 �

�IC � 	M� 	M� 	 � � � 	Ml
 � 	N� 	N� 	 � � � 	Nm


with the Lh� Mi and Nj positive or negated atomic formulas �literals	� and with the
restriction on the quanti�cation that variables in Lh� Mi and Nj are all universally quan�
ti�ed�

This class is a subset of both CLASS I and CLASS II� The di�erence with CLASS �
is that we allow only universal quanti�cation� We prove the property that for formulas of
CLASS III� both MS�models and MC�models are deterministic�

Proposition � For a speci�cation Spec build with formulas from CLASS III� MS�models
and MC�models are deterministic�

Proof Under preservation of minimal models we transform 	as in the former proof
 a set
of formulas of CLASS III to

�i 
 �a�	
V
Qi
q


hai� 
 ��

Now assume that there is an MS�model M of this set that is not deterministic� Then
we have that �a � AA� �s � S� �s� � S� �s�� � S� 	s� s�
 � IAA	a
	 	s� s��
 � IAA	a
 Now
let fQ�i

qg be the set of all atoms that appear in the heads of determinate postcondition
formulas� for which S� s� IV j� �i� Because S is a model and we have only universal
quanti�cations in the heads of formulas� the atoms in fQi

qg have the same valuation in
both s�� and all s�� This means that s�� di�ers from s in the same atoms among fQi

qg�
as s� does� This means that s�� and s� di�er in at least one atom� say Ad not among the
atoms in fQi

qg� Without loss of generality we assume that s� is the state where Ad has an
interpretation di�erent from its interpretation in s and s�� is the state where Ad has an
interpretation equal to its interpretation in s� Now we can construct the model S � that is
equal to S except for that the transition 	s� s�
 is left out� Obviously S � is below S in the
vms�ordering� because the transition s� s� that changes more then s� s�� is left out� But
this contradicts that S is an MS�model�

The proof for MC�models is analogous�

The former property does not hold if we allow Horn�clauses as constraints� as follows
from the next example�
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Example �

C	j

 �a�A	j

hai� 
 �A	j
 	 �B	j
 	 C	j

A	j
 	 C	j

 B	j


The state fA	j
� B	j
� C	j
g has two possible follow�up states fA	j
� B	j
� C	j
g and
fA	j
� B	j
� C	j
g We could of course add the distinction between base and other predi�
cates to work around this�

��� The quali�cation problem in DL speci�cations

The interpretation of guard formulas is that action a can only take place when �j is
true� Thus �j is a necessary precondition for the possible occurrence of a� So guard
formulas control the possible occurrence of actions� The problem associated with the
possible occurrence of actions is the quali�cation problem� This problem states that
it is not possible to foresee all necessary preconditions for the success of an action ����
This means that a speci�er actually is never able to give a su�cient precondition for an
action� Of course he may want to give a su�cient precondition anyway� but he then must
face the fact that he may end up with an inconsistent speci�cation because the action
he gave a su�cient precondition for may violate constraints or may have contradictory
postcondition axioms associated to it� A possible solution to this problem is to weaken
su�cient preconditions by specifying them as defaults ��� ����� We take the perspective
that a speci�er should only be allowed to give necessary preconditions 	guards
 and that
the assumption that actions occur unless this contradicts guards 	or static constraints� or
con�icting postcondition axioms
 is somehow implemented in the semantics� The standard
PDL�semantics does not provide this� It is easily seen that there are interpretations of
action speci�cation axioms in which actions do not occur even if the guards are true�
In particular the structure where the accessibility relation between states is completely
empty always satis�es a set of action speci�cation axioms�

Guards are necessary preconditions� so they do not �force� transitions� In the following
we de�ne an interpretation that tends to interpret the guards speci�ed for an action a as
su�cient� provided that the possible occurrence of a is compatible with the constraints
and postconditions in the postcondition axioms� We accomplish this by formalizing the
quali�cation assumption in the notion of maximal reachability�

De�nition �	 Given a signature � � 	P� F�AA
 and two structures S � � 	D�S �� I �AA

and S � 	D�S� IAA


S � vmr S i


S � � S

and

for all a � AA� I �AA	a
 � IAA	a


vmr is a partial order on structures� because vmr can easily seen to be transitive�
re�exive and anti�symmetric� The ordering just �prefers� as much states and transitions
over them as possible� thus implementing the notion of �maximal reachability�� In Figure
� this is re�ected by the fact that all transitions and states in lower models are also in
the model at the top�
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Figure �� Comparing models on maximal reachability

Proposition � Let � be a set of formulas for which there is a model� Then there is a
vmr�maximal model�

Proof It is su�cient to prove that the vmr�ordering on models forms a complete lat�
tice� For this we have to prove that each subset of the models satisfying � has an
upperbound and underbound that is itself a model� We can easily de�ne an upperbound
and underbound� Let 	D�Si� IiAA
 represent a set of models for �� Then we de�ne the
model that is an upperbound by S � 	D�S� IAA
 with S �

S
Si and IAA such that

�a � AA� IAA	a
 �
S
IiAA	a
 and the model that is an underbound as S � � 	D�S �� I �AA


with S � �
T
S � and I �AA such that �a � AA� I �AA	a
 �

T
IiAA	a
� It is not di�cult to see

that these models will satisfy ��

Preferring vmr�maximal structures leads to yet another interpretation of formulas�
Again� this interpretation results in non�monotonic entailment� An example of this is
provided by the set � � f�a�A	p
g� Under interpretation over vmr�maximal structures�
haiA	p
 is entailed by �� However� this is no longer true for � � �a��A	p
�

��� The interpretation of static constraints

In the foregoing we did not give special attention to the interpretation of static constraints�
they were just interpreted as modality free dynamic logic formulas� A standard logic
interpretation of constraints gives rise to what is called �rami�cations�� To see this we
repeat one of our former examples�

Example � Consider the speci�cation�

�dial number�	get connection � get busy tone


get	connection

 costs money

hdial numberi� 
 �costs money 	 �get connection 	 �get busy tone

When we discussed this example we interpreted the constraint get	connection
 

costs	money
 as giving rise to the rami�cation costs	money
 in cases that get	connection

was made true� We call this kind of interpretation of constraints the rami�cation se�

mantics for constraints� We also want to consider another interpretation� the constraint
semantics�

��



De�nition �
 Given a speci�cation 	���trans
 with �trans � �post � �guard � �IC � the
Constraint semantics is de�ned by the vmr�maximal model of the set MSIC�MCIC�
with MSIC�MCIC the set of MS�MC�models of �post ��guard that in addition satisfy �IC

The constraint semantics does not give rise to derived e�ects 	states
� it merely �cuts
out� access to states in which the constraints are not satis�ed� 	See also ���
 We ac�
complish this by �rst looking at minimal models of speci�cations without taking the
constraints into account� Transitions in these minimal models possibly lead to states
that do not comply with constraints� By applying the criterion that models also have to
comply with static constraints in a second step� we lose these transitions all together�

Constraint and rami�cation semantics can of course be combined by splitting the sets
of non�modal axioms into two set� one set to be interpreted by the constraint semantics
and one by the rami�cation semantics� The formulas to be interpreted by the rami�cation
semantics are called derivation rules� Spruit et al� ���� work this out for Propositional
Dynamic Database Logic 	PDDL
 with Horn Clauses as derivation rules�

��� Min�Max�models

For the interpretation of speci�cations under both frame and quali�cation assumption we
have to combine orderings� We do this by applying them one after the other� What� if
any� is the right 	intuitive
 order in which to do this� The answer can be found by looking
at what the orderings are supposed to represent� The minimal change orderings concern
the e�ect of actions independent from whether they occur or not� Maximal reachability
deals with possible occurrence� It is intuitive then to apply minimal change �rst� The
minimal change ordering determines what action we actually mean by �determining� their
e�ects� After that we can �talk� about the possible occurrence of actions� This motivates
the following de�nition�

De�nition �� Given a speci�cation 	���
� a Min�Max�model is de�ned as a vmr�
maximal element of the set of MS�MC�models of ��

The next example shows that de�ning this in reverse order does not provide the
semantics we are looking for�

We take a signature with P � fA�Bg� and A � fag� and the following set of formulas�
� � f�a�A� hai� 
 �A 	 �Bg�

{ } {A}

{B}{A,B}

{ } {A}

{B}{A,B}

The left picture shows the vmr�maximal structure that satis�es �� This structure is
not MS�satisfying� This means it is not useful to apply maximality and minimality in
this order� There are only two MS�models of the example formulas� the structure with
no access to other states at all and the one shown in the right picture� Clearly the one
in the picture is vmr�maximal� We show in �� that this construction also works in case
there are rami�cations�

The MS�models of a set of formulas � 	we mean general formulas here
 form a partially
ordered set under the vmr�ordering� This set is not a lattice� as is shown by the following
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example� Take the formula �	haiA	c
 	 haiB	c

 and the two MS�satisfying structures
S with IAA is fha� 	fg� fhA� fdgig
ig and S � with I �AA is fha� 	fg� fhB� fdgig
ig� There
is no MS�satisfying structure that is an upper bound for both structures S and S �� The
structure S �� with I ��AA is fha� 	fg� fhB� fdgig
i� ha� 	fg� fhA� fdgig
ig is an upper bound
under the vmr�ordering� but is not MS�satisfying 	not even satisfying
� So in general
there can be more Min�Max�models of a set of formulas �� However� for speci�cation
formulas of the restricted form we de�ned� we can prove that the MS�models do form a
complete lattice� Therefore� the following proposition holds�

Proposition � Each speci�cation �trans has a unique Min�Max�model if it has a
model�

Proof We must prove that the minimal models of a speci�cation �trans form a complete
lattice under the vmr�ordering� To prove this we de�ne the lub of a set of MS�satisfying
	or MC�satisfying
 structures 	D�Si� IiAA
 as S � 	D�S� IAA
 with S �

S
Si and IAA such

that �a � AA� IAA	a
 �
S
IiAA	a
 and the glb as S � � 	D�S �� I �AA
 with S � �

T
S � and

I �AA such that �a � AA� I �AA	a
 �
T
IiAA	a
� It is not di�cult to see that both lub and

glb are minimal models of �trans�

In Min�Max�models� the maximization in most cases causes severe non�determinism�
To see this we once more look at the following example�

Example � Consider the speci�cation�

�Shoot a gun��something� Hit	something


If the variable �something� ranges over an in�nite domain of objects� the action
Shoot a gun from a given state branches to an in�nite number of other states�

For deterministic structures 	models
 a Min�Max model can be de�ned with the help
of one� much simpler ordering� For deterministic models we de�ne the vmm�ordering�

De�nition � Given a signature � � 	P� F�AA
 and two structures S � 	D�S� IAA

and S � � 	D�S �� I �AA
�

S � vmm S i


S � � S

and

�a � AA� �s � S� 	�s�� � S� 	s� s��
 � IAA	a
� �s� � S �� 		s� s�
 � I �AA	a


	 Di
 	s� s�
 � Di
 	s� s��




It is not di�cult to see that the above 	partial
 ordering combines the notion of
maximal reachability and minimal change�

Proposition 	 For speci�cations of CLASS III� the Min�Max�model coincides with the
model that is minimal under the vmm�ordering�

The proof of this is ommitted�
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��� Example

As an example speci�cation we take�

Gun loaded sharp
 �fire gun�Gun blown up � Bullet emitted

Gun loaded blank 
 �fire gun�Gun blown up � Air and dust emitted


 �fire gun�Big noise
hfire guni� 
 �Gun blown up

hfire guni� 
 Gun loaded sharp �Gun loaded blank

Bullet emitted
 Somebody is hit

�	Gun loaded sharp 	Gun loaded blank


For the interpretation of this 	propositional
 speci�cation we have to choose between
the several semantics we de�ned� First we look at the interpretation of constraints� There
is only one action� fire gun� It is a nondeterministic action because some postcondition
formulas contain disjunctions� One of the alternatives represented by the disjunction
is Bullet emitted� This atom is also present in one of the constraints� If we interpret
this constraint under the �constraint semantics�� the condition �Somebody is hit� can
actually never change to true as a result of the action fire gun� It can only be true after
the action fire gun if it was already true in the state before fire gun took place� This
means the most intuitive interpretation for this constraint is the rami�cation semantics�
We think the rami�cation semantics is usually the best interpretation for constraints�

Now we look at which minimality criterion to apply� We have to choose between
the minimal subset and the minimal cardinality criterion� The choice is not too di�cult
if we look at the postcondition Gun blown up � Bullet emitted� Given the choice that
we interpret constraints under the rami�cation semantics� the truth of Bullet emitted
will imply the truth of Somebody is hit in resulting states� This means that the action
fire gun usually �has the choice� between making one atom true 	Gun blown up
 or two
	Bullet emitted and Somebody is hit
� The minimal cardinality semantics will choose
the �rst alternative which is really counterintuitive� The minimal subset semantics just
makes no choice� both successor states are possible� This means that the minimal sub�
set semantics is a more non�deterministic interpretation� We think the minimal subset
semantics is always the more intuitive one�

We now show how the action fire gun can be quali�ed� The maximality criterion
assures that in the Min�max�model of the speci�cation� fire gun�transitions are actually
there� But of course we can constrain the occurrence of transitions by adding extra
formulas to the speci�cation� Adding fGun blown upg or f�Big noiseg would leave us
with no transitions at all� Adding f�Gun loaded sharpg would result in transitions that
never make Somebody is hit true�

Finally we name some properties that are true in the Min�max�model 	with the min�
imal subset � rami�cation criteria
 of the speci�cation and that are formulated using
action connectives� The �rst one is�

Gun loaded blank 
 �fire gun��Gun loaded blank

It says that if the gun was loaded with a blank it will stay loaded with blanks after a
possibly in�nite amount times of shooting� A second one is�

�Gun loaded sharp� � fire gun�	�Gun blown up
 Somebody is hit
�
It says that if the gun is �red in a situation where it is loaded with a bullet� and as

the result of it the gun will not blow up� then somebody is hit�
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� Comparison with other work

The frame problem and the associated problems of quali�cation and rami�cation are
common themes in the AI literature on knowledge representation and reasoning about
action and change ���

Reiters approach to the frame problem ���� is to rewrite �e�ect axioms� to �successor
state axioms�� E�ect axioms say for each action which predicates change their value if the
action is performed� Successor state axioms say for each predicate which actions change
when performed� Reiters approach consists mainly of a change of focus from speci�c
actions to speci�c predicates and a form of completion on them�

A di�erence between Reiters language and ours seems to be that in his language
quanti�cation over states and actions is possible� However� in our language quanti�cation
over states reachable by actions is done by modal operators� Unrestricted quanti�cation
over states would have to be done by adding the usual box and diamond of modal logic�
Quanti�cation over actions could be added in our language� Since the number of speci�ed
actions is usually �nite this is no severe restriction�

A more serious distinction between Reiter�s speci�cation formulas and ours concerns
preconditions� Reiter�s action preconditions are�

Poss	a� s
� �suf	xi� s


while we have�

hai� 
 �nec	xi


The di�erence is that in Reiter�s formula � is a su�cient condition for the possibility
of action a� while in our formula it is a necessary condition� So Reiter can actually never
forbid actions from being possible in certain situations� he can only force them to be
possible� We chose not to specify su�cient conditions� because this might cause problems
in the presence of static constraints that possibly forbid transitions to go to certain states�
This is exactly the problem Reiter e�a� run into �����

Other formulas Reiter uses do correspond to ours� Reiters positive e
ect axioms have
the form�

Poss	a� s
 	 �	yi� s

 R	yi� do	a� s



Quanti�cation is over actions a and states s� These axioms are supposed to sum up
all actions that make the predicate symbol R true 	by choosing the right su�cient e�ect
precondition �	yi� s

� In our language this would correspond to a �nal set of formulas
	one for each action
 of the form�

�	yi

 �a�R	yi


Note that we do not need a part hai� in this formula� while Reiter needs a Poss	a� s
�
This is because the formula part �a�R	yi
 already incorporates that R	yi
 is evaluated
only if a is possible� Reiters negative e
ect axioms have the form�

Poss	a� s
 	 �	yi� s

 �R	yi� do	a� s



These can be translated into a �nite set of our�

��



�	yi

 �a��R	yi


Now Reiters solution to the frame problem consists in de�ning a completion of the
above formulas by replacing the positive and negative e�ect axioms by successor state
axioms of the following form�

Poss	a� s

 	R	yi� do	a� s

� 	�suf	yi� s
 � 	R	yi� s
 	 ��suf 	yi





We will call this axiom a positive successor state axiom� because it is based on intu�
itions about changes that makes R to hold 	a change from �R	yi� s
 to R	yi� do	a� s


�
Reformulated in our language a positive successor state axiom corresponds to a �nite set
of formulas of the form�

�a�R	yi
� �	yi� s
 � 	R	yi
 	 ��	yi� s



note that here we also do not need a part hai�� Because Reiter can quantify over
actions he can do with one formula� in our language we get a �nite set� The intuitive
meaning of this axiom is that predicate R only holds in the state reached after performing
a i� in the current state the su�cient e�ect precondition for R holds or if in the current
state R already holds and the su�cient e�ect precondition for �R does not hold�

This approach has several limitations� First of all it should be mentioned that the
completion can only be performed on postcondition formulas that are determinate 	nu
disjunctive postconditions
� This means that this approach does not deal with nondeter�
ministicly speci�ed e�ects� Second� the completion is not possible in the presence of static
constraints that possibly contradict the e�ect� Third� the completion is not �complete��
because the successor state axiom does not forbid changes from �R holds in state s� to
��R holds in do	a� s
�� This is because the fact that the su�cient precondition �suf does
not hold� does not forbid �R to hold in do	a� s
� This is clearly not intended� Another
way to see this is that positive and negative e�ect axioms are not symmetrically dealt
with� A symmetrical approach would also give us negative successor state axioms� We
get these by focusing on the negative e�ect axiom and applying the same intuitions that
were used for the construction of the positive successor state axioms�

Poss	a� s

 	�R	yi� do	a� s

� 	�	yi� s
 � 	�R	yi� s
 	 ��	yi





It is not di�cult to see that this formula is not logically equivalent with the former one�
which means that the formula contains information not present in the positive successor
state axiom� For an equal handling of changes of R from true to false and the other way
around� this really should have been the case�

The obvious solution for both incompleteness and asymmetry would be to add both
positive and negative successor state axioms� But in that case the part 	�R	yi
	��	yi� s


is super�uous� because the axioms are logically equivalent to the following pair of formulas�

Poss	a� s

 	R	yi� do	a� s

� 	�	yi� s



Poss	a� s

 	�R	yi� do	a� s

� 	�	yi� s




We think the intuitions that Reiter tries to catch are best represented by the comple�
tion represented by these formulas� It is actually a very simple form of completion since
the original formulas are logically equivalent with�

��



Poss	a� s

 	R	yi� do	a� s

� 	�	yi� s



Poss	a� s

 	�R	yi� do	a� s

� 	�	yi� s




Our semantics provides a symmetric handling of positive and negative changes�
Borgida et al� ��� take the perspective of the designer of speci�cation languages and

discuss ways to state that  nothing else changes� by syntactic as well as semantic means�
Our work can be regarded as introducing a richer semantics for the speci�cation language
to capture this�

Giunchiglia� Kartha and Lifschitz introduce the action language AR ����� which is an
extension of the language A ���� introduced by Gelfond and Lifschitz� AR di�ers from A
in that it also deals with rami�cations�

There is a straightforward translation of most elements of the language AR into ele�
ments of 	the propositional version of
 our language� The translation is�

A causes C if P to P 
 �A�C 	conditional postcondition

always L � W to L
W 	static constraint

impossible G if L to hGi� 
 �L 	necessary precondition

J initiates L to �J �L� hJi� 
 �L 	combination of a conditional post�

condition and a necessary precondition


Under this translation their 	minimal
 interpretation function ResD perfectly matches
our Min�Max�models 	rami�cation semantics for the constraints� and because they only
consider determinate postconditions there is no di�erence between the minimal subset or
minimal cardinality criterion
� The di�erence between their language and ours is that
they can express that an e�ect possibly occurs 	A possibly changes F if P 
 which is
not translatable into our language� On the other hand we can express that the e�ect of an
action is a choice between two or more alterations 	�a�	A�B

� which is not translatable
in their language� Interesting is that both constructs are claimed to represent a non�
deterministic aspect of actions�

Winslett�s work on database update semantics ���� focuses on a model�oriented ap�
proach to updates� de�emphasizing the relation between the speci�cation and the models�
Instead� we base our semantics on the declarative semantics of a speci�cation in DL� which
allows us to reason about updates in the same language�

Brass and Lipeck ��� ���� study action speci�cation with the help of defaults� They also
de�ne orderings over modal interpretations� Frame and other assumptions are represented
by formulas interpreted as defaults� This still puts the responsibility on the speci�er to
provide such formulas� which is not always desirable� Furthermore their models represent
�action traces� and do not allow for non�determinism�

When restricting ourselves to �nite sets of atomic actions and atomic formulas� some
of the semantics presented here for explicit e�ect axioms are a convenient starting point
for operationalization� In this case� the state space of the speci�ed systems is �nite� and
we are able to construct it explicitly� This opens the door to the application of model
checking techniques 	like in ���
 on this state space to verify system properties�

� Conclusions and future work

In this paper we de�ned several alternative semantics for action speci�cation formulas
under the frame assumption and the quali�cation assumption� Choosing one of them

��



removes the ambiguity introduced by implicit frame assumptions and implicit quali�ca�
tion assumptions� Procedures such as adding frame axioms or applying completion that
are usually necessary to reveal the intended meaning of a speci�cation� can be compared
with the semantics we de�ned� Furthermore� we plan to compare existing procedures
for scenario generation and reachability analysis with our semantics� We also plan to
investigate ways to generate the intended model 	Min�Max�model
 from a given speci��
cation� For that we will have to limit ourselves to �nite domains� We will have to �nd a
suitable representation for models and an algorithm that connects this representation to
speci�cations� Also the prospect of code generation will be investigated�
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